
Today’s Message ~ “FREEDOM” it begins on the Inside!

Your personal Life Motivation, is it SERVING or ENSLAVING?

People/Government ~ has to be kept in check, or it will lead to tyranny 
Church/Religion ~ has to be kept pure, or it will demand [conformity & control]
Jesus/Sabbath ~ Law is a good tutor, but it is not the end goal 

Jesus’s goal is FREEDOM!  (John 8:31-36)

* I thought His goal was for us to get to Heaven, or be wealthy, or healed...
* Jesus’s goal is to Unlock you!  (II Cor. 10:3-6)

With Freedom, comes great responsibility!  (Gal. 5:1-/13-15)
* “Freedom makes a huge requirement of every human being, with freedom comes 
responsibility! For the person who is unwilling to grow up, the person who does not want to 
carry his own weight, this is a frightening prospect!“ ~ Eleanor Roosevelt
* “A Hero is someone who understands the degree of responsibility that comes with his or her 
freedom” ~ Bob Dylan
* “You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today“ ~ Abraham Lincoln
* “Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn’t pass it to our 
children in the bloodstream it must be fought for, protected and handed on for them to do the 
same“ ~ Ronald Reagan
* Liberty means responsibility, that is why most men dread it“ ~ George Bernard Shaw
* “Globalization often means the rich get richer, and a powerful get more power, and the poor 
get weaker. We have a responsibility to protest/protect in the name of universal freedom“ 
Nelson Mandela

Satan hates Freedom, and demands Tyranny  (Rom. 8:14-15/Heb. 2:14-15/I John 4:17-18)
His Kingdom Culture is FEAR! ~ “my personal Testimony”

True Freedom ~ Fear no longer has control or power over you!
Free from Fear & Prejudice...

Prejudice or Pre-Judice ~ injury or damage resulting from some judgment or action of another 
and disregard of one’s rights. Pre-conceived judgment or opinion, an adverse opinion or 
leaning formed without just ground or before sufcient knowledge, an irrational attitude of 
hostility directed against an individual, a group, or race.

PK’s definition: “Like the devil, trying to play God without the rules, tools & equipment”

Racism is from a Fear of a lack of Honor 

The Church’s Responsibilities: our Grace/Power or Ability to RESPOND 

* To Know the Truth  [Spirit Led]
* To Walk Free of Ofense  [Love Walk] 
* To Live Free of Fear  [Faith Walk]



We do not want to lose the BLESSING of God on Jakes House, and our own personal homes 
and lives!

II Cor. 3:17 - (Amp) where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is LIBERTY/FREEDOM!

Psalm 133 - The Blessing/Holy Spirit (Gal. 3:14) comes where there is UNITY!

Acts 2:1-4 - The Blessing of Holy Spirit came upon the Church in UNITY!

UNITY ~ a Oneness or Union with God or others!  (John 17:20-23/Eph. 5:29-30)


